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May 1 in Pacific Grove

Women’s Philharmonic Comes to Monterey
Demeter Productions is proud to
announce one of the most exciting
concerts of women musicians ever
produced in the Monterey Bay
Area.
On Saturday, May 1, at 8 p.m., the
Bay Area Women’s Philharmonic
(BAWP) will appear at the Pacific
Grove Middle School Auditorium,
835 Forest Ave.

The
Bay
Area
Women’s
Philharmonic opened their 1982
Inaugural Series on January 30 to
an enthusiastic crowd up at San
Francisco in a sold out auditorium.
BAWP is an exciting and unique
ensemble — the only active sym
phony in the country comprised
entirely of women and dedicated to
the performance of music written by
women.
Some of the music we can look
forward will include works by
Melanie Bonis, Julia Perry, Julia
Smith and Emma-Lou Diemer.
Other composers whose works
BAWP musicians feature are Lili
Boulanger (1893-1918), 17th Cen
tury Italian composer Francesca
Caccini, Polish modernist Grazyna
Bacewicz, 19th Century French
composer Louise Farrenc, and
American composer Ruth Crawford
Seeger.
Demeter regulars, used to
performances by artists such as
Holly Near and Meg Christian, may
be skeptical about an evening of
classical music. But this concert,

written and performed by women, is
bound to stretch our notions of what
classical music is all about.
Classical music, as the most
‘serious’ form of musical expression
in Western culture, has been
particularly resistant to the par
ticipation of women; it has been
dominated and defined by men. The
Bay Area Women’s Philharmonic is
helping to turn that around. Those
who attend this concert will not only
treat themselves to a rare evening
of women-defined orchestral music.
They will also be making an im
portant statement of support for the
women musicians, conductors and
composers who have struggled so
long to be heard.

Tickets are on a sliding scale basis
for general seating at $6, $8, and
$10. Because of the increased cost of
bringing a group of 25 musicians
down from the Bay Area, tickets are
priced slightly higher than they
have been in the past for Demeter
Production events. We are utilizing
the sliding scale pricing system
again to try and keep the price as
low as possible and keep the music
accessible to women of all income
levels. Work exchange scholarships
are also available through Demeter
Productions. For more information
on work-exchange for this concert,
please contact Debi Busman or JT
Mason c-o Demeter, 229 17th St.,
Pacific Grove, by April 23.

Tickets will be available at The
Open Book in Pacific Grove,
Recycled Records in Monterey, Do
Re Mi Records, Carmel, Bookshop
Santa Cruz and Cymbaline (with
service charge) in Santa Cruz, at
Demeter Resources in Pacific
Grove, and at the door.
The
P.G.
Middle School
Auditorium is wheel chair accessible
and free child care will be provided
with advance reservations. If you

Shelter to Open Its Door
By W. J. Taylor
Domestic violence is perhaps the most
habitually occurring and overlooked crime in
America today. It strikes suddenly, most times
with no warning, and it ravages thousands of
homes daily, leaving in its wake broken bones
and shattered lives.
Last year, on the Monterey Peninsula alone,
more than 700 women contacted the YWCA’s
Women Against Domestic Violence (WADV)
crisis line for help. For each woman who called,
however, there were at least two that suffered
through the pain and agony alone. All of these
women are in need of someone to listen to them,
to reaffirm their worth as human beings. Many
require legal and medical assistance but are so
afraid of another beating that they refuse to
contact the police or a hospital. Some are in
unbearable and life-threatening situations and
need immediate emergency shelter to save their
own lives and the lives of their children.
At the moment, no facility exists on the
Peninsula to provide the shelter and support
these women so vitally need. The YWCA

Emergency Shelter for Battered Women and
their children, which is scheduled to open June 1,
will help to remedy this.
The shelter project evolved from the WADV
crisis line and has been in the planning stages
since 1979, when the Monterey County
Department of Social Services Planning Team
documented the need for one. Its most expansive
growth, however, has occurred in the last year
since the formation of a shelter task force.
It has been their responsibility to plan the
program, find a suitable location for the shelter,
and raise the money for first-year operating
expenses.
“Where we are now is that we’ve bought the
building and we need $65,000 more for the first
year’s budget, and right now we are interviewing
shelter directors and on the verge of finding
somebody,” explained Maria Gitin, executive
director of the YWCA and former coordinator of
the crisis line. “The shelter will open as soon as
we raise the other $65,000. June 1 is our goal.”

(Continued on page 9)

are interested in childcare, please
make a reservation by April 26 by
calling Demeter at 375-5629 or
leaving a message at our office at
229 17th St., Pacific Grove.

This concert promises to be an
exciting and memorable event and
we look forward to seeing you there.
This concert is a benefit for
Demeter Resources, a non-profit tax
exempt corporation.
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editorial

Happy Anniversary Demeter
Demeter is celebrating its fourth anniversary
on April 1, 1982. Alot has happened over the past
four years - the paper has changed from its
original 1978 format of being a mimeographed
newsletter to in June 1979 becoming a typeset
newsmagazine until our present day format of a
full fledged feminist newspaper began in April 9,
1981.
In February of 1980 we became incorporated
as a non-profit corporation under the title
Demeter Resources and as of March, 1981, have
held a tax-exempt status with the IRS.
Demeter is the goddess of the fruitfull soil.
According to Greek mythology, Demeter con
trols seasonal growth, presides over the harvest
and dispenses justice. Like the goddess Demeter,
we hope to continue to encourage and facilitate
growth — the growth of a feminist community in
the Monterey Bay Area.
On July 7, 1979, Demeter Productions held its
first concert — Trish Nugent and friends. Since
then we have produced a variety of concerts and
events, including Holly Near, Robin Flower,
Alive!, River, Meg Christian, Teresa Trull, June
Millington, two women’s variety talent shows,
and an evening of women’s films.
Upcoming events include a concert by the Bay
Area Women’s Philharmonic on May 22 at the
Pacific Grove Middle School, and a dance in
September featuring two women’s new wave and
rock and roll bands.
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Demeter Resources has sponsored teams for
both women’s basketball and softball through the
Monterey Parks and Recreation Department. We
are currently organizing teams for the upcoming
softball season. If you are interested in playing
softball or socko, whether you’ve had any ex
perience or not, contact our office at 375-5629.

NOW to Present Film Series

KZSC and WomensWorks
Present

★★★★★★ GOOD NEWS

★ ★★★★★

SWEET HONEY
in the

ROCK
is
Coming To Santa Cruz

SUNDAY, APRIL 4th
UCSC Performing Arts
Theatre
Matinee — 3 p.m.
Evening - 8 p.m.
$8, 9, 10 sliding scale. Tickets

available at UCSC Box Office, Bass Outlets,
Wizard of Aud, and the door.
Interpretation for the deaf provided.
For free childcare & info call 462-2363.
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Demeter's staff is constantly changing and
expanding. One of our most treasured members,
Polly Parker, has recently left due to illness. She
is taking her wonderful, spunky energy an tur
ning it inward to heal herself. We miss her a
great deal and wish her all the best.
One thing that has not changed is the ever
present need for money. Like all other non-profit
groups, we live hand to mouth. Our monthly
expenses run close to $500. Although our sub
scriptions continue to increase in number, they
do not cover our overhead.
So, once again, we need to reach out to you for
support. All contributions are tax deductible and
greatly appreciated.
Demeter was founded to be a source of
communication, a network so that a feminist
community could grow and thrive. Over the past
four years our community has blossomed and we
are proud to be a part of it. We want to continue
to expand our awareness, challenge our limits
and reflect all the varied aspects of the feminist
community in the Monterey Bay Area. '
Thank you for your support and en
couragement. We hope that you will continue to
contribute ideas, articles, letters to the editor
and your own special skills to make Demeter the
best it can be.
And, oh yes, Happy Birthday Demeter!
—jt Mason

The Monterey County Women’s
Film Committee, part of NOW
Monterey, is organizing an ongoing
women’s film series which will raise
money for women’s organizations
and educate the community about
women’s issues.
The first film will be sponsored
solely by NOW, to support the
Equal Rights Amendment. The next
film will be co-sponsored by
Demeter Productions, and the
following film by the YWCA, as a
fundraiser for their Emergency
Shelter for Battered Women.
Future co-sponsors include the
Reproductive Rights Coalition and
the Alliance on Aging.
By sharing in this fundraising
project, participating organizations
will create a network of women on
the Monterey Peninsula. Also, to
further the aim of educating the
community, each co-sponsoring
organization will provide a speaker
to lead a discussion following their
film.
Alan Webber, co-manager of the
Dream Theater, is working closely
with NOW in organizing the film
series. He has generously donated
use of the theater for the Sunday
matinees.
Resurrection, starring Ellen

Burstyn, will kick off the film series
presented by the women’s film
committee. A short documentary,
How We Won the Vote, narrated by
Jean Stapleton, will precede the
feature, which is a fundraiser for the
ERA.
Rosemary and Howard Matson
will speak on the theme of
“Resurrection:
Women’s
Spirituality?’ Riane Eisler will give
an ERA update.
In a recent interview, Ellen
Burstyn said, “I live in a miraculous
world. It seems to me that if you put
yourself in the way of a miricle, it
will happen.” It shouldn’t take a
miracle to put the ERA over the
top.. Let’s make it happen!
See Resurrection on Sunday
April 18 at 3:45 p.m. at the Dream
Theater,
301
Prescott
at
Lighthouse. Regular tickets are
$4.50 and patron tickets are
available for $15.

Women Lawyers Start Speaker's Bureau
The Monterey County Women
Lawyers Association offers a Speak
er’s Bureau which will provide quali
fied lawyers to speak to groups or
classes on legal issues, such as
family law, tenants’ rights, credit,
bankruptcy, sex discrimination,
wills and estate planning, etc. If
your group wants a speaker on any
legal topic, please write the Women
Lawyers Associ tion, Post Office
Box 2532, Monterey, CA 93942, or
call Peggy Schmidt at 372-4717.

MONTEREY COUNTY
WOMEN LAWYERS’
ASSOCIATION

Women in Politics

A Good Time to Make a Political Move
By Kathleen Sheppard
“This is certainly the time, if
you’ve never been in politics, to
really move now.”
This was the opening statement
of the 5th annual Any Woman Can
conference held March 13. And as
women and feminists we all can
realize the significance of its
wisdom. The speaker was Phyllis
Turner, attorney at law and chair of
the National Women’s Political
Caucus, who introduced the con
ference’s keynote speaker Adriana
Gianturco.
Gianturco is the controversial
director of California’s largest
bureaucratic establishment, the
California Department of Tran
sportation, a position she has served
in for the past six years. Her credits
for the job are as impressive as her
work in the position, albeit less
disputed. A Phi Beta Kappa from
Smith, she has a master’s from the
University of California at Berkeley
and served four years on Boston’s
anti-poverty program where she
also developed and administered air
quality planning, becoming Director
of Planning. She was the Assistant
Secretary of Business and Trans
portation and is the first woman to
hold her current position. A staff
member of Time magazine for two
years, soe covered European
economies in the Paris branch. She
is nicknamed by both friend and foe
“tF e driver in the fast lane. ”
One of her most public platforms
has been a defense of the much
disputed diamond lanes freeway
project in Pasadena. And, while she
describes herself as not anti
freeway, she is dedicated to the
development of a balanced approach
which would not be overly reliant on
any single type of transportation
and which considers social and
environmental issues as well as
traffic ease.
Her organization of the depar
tment has included stopping the
barrage of layoffs occuring when
she took office, scrutinizing each
highway project that was “in the
pipeline,” and developing a new six
year program that emphasizes
completing projects already in the
works.
Among these was a section of
Route 1 in Monterey County which
had been graded six years
previously but never paved.

Gianturco tried to cut the aban
doned project at this stage, but was
informed that commitment to
contractual agreement had already
been pledged and thus the un
dertaking could not be aborted until
after a strip of asphalt had been laid
alongside a Peninsula beach in what
has come to be known as a typical
bureaucratic faux pas.
The California Department of
Transportation employs 60,000
people. Only 2,000 of them ure
women and most of those are in
clerical positions. The core of the
operation are 4,000 engineers, and
57 of those are women. The Cal
Trans chief finds these statistics
disturbing. Hopefully with women
like Adriana Gianturco in power
these figures will quietly improve.
She is a calm woman who moderates
herself with a confidence that power
brings and an intelligence shar
pened by experience. Unfor
tunately there are too few women in
such positions of power.
The second part of the conference
included workshops whose subjects
included campaign basics, lobbying
skills, winning an issues campaign
and special districts. Each par
ticipant had time for two, with a
complimentary lunch (bagels, cream
cheese and fresh apples) in between.
I sat in on Projecting Yourself:
Media Do’s and Dont’s” for the
first session, presented very
professionaly by anchorwoman
Mary Budinger from KSBW-TV.
She has used video-taped shorts,
called sound bites in the trade, to
demonstrate the right and wrong
ways to present a television in
terview. A sound bite is ap
proximately 20 seconds long; thus
your message should be clear, to the
point, succinct, and a mixture of fact
and human interest. She advised us
to try not to get too formal or
redundant before the camera and to
remember that conflicts are more
newsworthy that statistics.
Because of the prominence of the
television medium, how you present
yourself to the public has become
just as important as what you say.
She advised us to keep this in mind
when being interviewed, to
remember pregnant pauses can take
up as much time as five seconds.
Don’t make the mistake of many
politicians who, in trying to avoid
offending anyone, end up saying

Speaker’s Series

nothing. State your view clearly
and what you intend to do about it.
And remember, if you want
television coverage, get your event
done between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 1 p.m.
The second workshop I attended
was “Entering Politics: The Way
In,” moderated by Mez Benton.
This was divided into three means
of entrance: the elected position,
appointed position and the issue
base. Spokespersons from this
second presentation of “The Way
In” were Candace Ingram, Pacific
Grove School Board; Judie Tucker,
Monterey County Citizens Advisory
Committee to Update The General
Plan; and Phyllis Price, president of
the League of Women Voters, chair
of
the
Monterey
County
Agricultural Advisory Committee,
member Energy Council and
Citizens Advisory Committee on
Low and Moderate Income Housing.
Several general rules of thumb
surfaced in all three categories.
Remember your background in
choosing what area you want to go
into — it may help you later. Get
involved with credible organizations
that are non-polemic. Belong to as
many complimentary groups as
possible — the information gained in

one will help you in others.
Recognize that you need to begin
small — don’t bite off more than you
can chew. Find out as much as
possible about time, energy and
endurance requirements for the job
before you make that commitment.
Don’t be afraid to take a stand but
be sure you know your subject well.
Become known through your groups
and make contact with both allies
and opponents. One thing will lead
to another and before you know it
you’ll be on your way.
All three women stressed,
repeatedly, what the NWPC has
always been dedicated to: you don’t
have to be a superwoman to enter
the political arena. Candy Ingram is
a single parent. When she left the
conference she went home and
painted closets. These are not
glorified, movie figures — they are
people just like you and me who had
a desire to become more active in
decisions that affected their lives.
The National Women’s Political
Caucus has, for five years, put on an
annual conference entitled Any
Woman Can, and that is precisely
the message they are dedicated to.
Any woman can have a political
impact (last year’s conference
theme) and any woman can control
her life.

Featuring a fine selection of:

Alcohol Awareness Program
The Alcohol Awareness Program
speaker series sponsored by Sun
Street Center, Hartnell College and
Salinas Valley Memorial Hospital,
will sponsor four lectures in April.
The lectures are presented on
Saturday from 10 a.m. to noon in
Merrill Hall of Hartnell College.
The first, on April 3, will be a
panel discussion on “Preparing to
Meet the Future,” a format for
overcoming alcohol problems within
future years.
On April 10, the program will be
“Love and Respect — The Keys to
Recovery,” with RoseMarie Axton,
MFCC, on staff with Seaside
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Adriana Gianturco

Community
Alcohol Center,
speaking on working with the
families of alcoholics.
On April 17 Arthur E. Colton,
Director
of the
American
Association Against Addictions, will
speak on “Alcohol and Senior
Years.”
On April 24 there will be a panel
discussion, “Birds of a Feather,”
about
employee
assistance
programs for pilots and stewar
desses.
The Alcohol Awareness Program
is open to the public and is provided
free of charge. Contact 757-8166 for
further information.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Food Supplements
Natural Fruit Juices
Dried Fruit
Organic Produce
Natural Cosmetics
Bulk Foods
Natural Cheeses
Spices & Herbs
Books

the New

GRANARY
173 Central Ave. • Pacific Grove • 372-2533
Down the Road from Nob Hill

CORNUCOPIA
At the Barnyard • Carmel • 625-1454 • Easy Access • Easy Parking ■
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national news briefs
Compiled from Her Say

Law Goes to Cleveland
When anti-abortion lobbyist
Phyllis Schlafly spoke in Cleveland
recently, LAW was ready.
LAW is the acronym for Ladies
Against Women.
The group,
sporting pillbox hats, paraded
outside the city club, where Schlafly
was to speak, chanting “Hit us
again! Harder!” and carrying a sign
that read “Sperm are people, too.”
Members of LAW, dressed in
bare feet with pillows under their
dresses, attended Schlafly’s speech.
The group said the demonstration
was sponsored by a coalition of
organizations, including another
mother for world domination,
Future Fetuses of America, and the
League to Protect Separate
Bathrooms.

Back to Basics
Breastfeeding used to be a little
unusual in America, but no more.
A recent survey by Ross
Laboratories indicates that last year
55 percent of American Women
breastfed their babies, up from one
in four, ten years before.
Women today are also nursing
their infants longer. Twenty-five
percent of mothers still gave the
baby the breast at the age of six
months. Only one in twenty did a
decade earlier.

Of Elephants
and the ERA
The National Organization for
Women has decided to get tough
with the G-O-P.
The
group
charges
the
Republican Party is the biggest
obstacle to passage of the Equal
Rights Amendment. The new policy
calls for NOW members to picket G0-P leaders on a regular basis.
Spokesperson Judy Murphy says,
“Up to now, we’ve had be-partisan
support for the E.R.A” These days,
she adds, however, Republican

legislators are following the anti
amendment example set by party
leaders — and by President Reagan
in particular. She also notes
Republican senators in Oklahoma
recently voted as a solid block
against the E.R.A. when it came up
for a vote in that state.
President Eleanor Smeal has
called on E.R.A. supporters to
“Drive the point home to the
Republican leadership that is op
position to women’s rights will
continue to polarize the women’s
vote.”

Women’s Centers
Endangered
Are US Women’s Centers going
to start disappearing come Sep
tember?
That’s the fear of a number of
women’s organizations, according to
The Christian Science Monitor.
The centers have existed partly
through the government provision
of CETA funds. In September,
however, the CETA money will be
cut off. The centers will have to tap
provate funding sources to stay in
operation.
The Displaced Homemakers
Network reports it has already lost
104 centers — about one-fourth of
its total — since the start of this
year, and expects to lost more
facilities this fall.
Jane Fleming, Executive Director
of Wider Opportunities for Women
— a network of various centers —
says women’s facilities are “Folding
across the country.” She adds,
however, “We aren’t going to go
under; we’re just going to suffer a
lot.”

Feminist Tax Revolt
Twelve employees of a West
German feminist magazine have
announced they will not cooperate
with a NATO decision to house
nuclear warheads in their country.
The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization recently decided to

place Pershing Two and Cruise
missiles in West Germany begin
ning in 1983 — a move widely op
posed by the women’s peace
movement in that country.
Now the staff of the Berlin-based
Courage magazine has announced
they will hold back ten percent of
their taxes until NATO changes its
mind. In a letter to tax authorities,
the women of Courage reported
they will put the funds in Escrow
until the government can assure
them their taxes will go for
peaceful uses.
The women’s decision is part of a
widening women’s tax revolt in
West Germany, aimed at resisting
the arms race. The women base
their call to resistance on the actions
of two US pacifists in the American
South, both of whom served terms
in American jails for their protests.
The motto of the West German
movement is: “Not a penny more for
the military.”

Get Pregnant —
Lose Your Job
Abortion could become the hot
political issue in this year’s up
coming Mexican Presidential
Campaign.
Mexican women who work in
industrial jobs, according to a report
in the West German magazine,
Courage have little protection
against being fired once they get
pregnant. Such women, Courage
says, are often also the sole support
of their families. Many seek illegal
abortions, rather than risk losing
their jobs.
Courage says one recent Mexican
study reports a mere eight percent
of these illegal abortions are per
formed by doctors; ten percent are
done by nurses; another 30 precent
are done by non-professional women
known in Mexican slang as “Angel
makers.”
However, the study found the
vast majority of abortions — 52
percent — were performed by
working women on themselves.
At least one party in the

Presidential race is currently
debating whether to bring the
abortion questions out in the open,
Courage says.

Women Underground
El Salvador’s Committee of
Mothers of the Disappeared has
been forced to go undergound.
The committee was set up by
women whose children or husbands
have been killed by the Duarte
Regime or by death squads in El
Salvador. The group originally
operated in that country.
Now, however, one of its founders
has informed Her Say that the
“Comite’ De Madres,” as it is
known, has been forced to operate
clandestinely.
The spokesperson told Her Say
the committee’s members have had
to flee for their lives, and many are
now living in Mexico, Costa Rica,
Nicaragua and the United States.
She says, however, its members are
continuing to work from their places
of exile.

Next Thrust
Calling comparable pay “The next
thrust in feminism,” publisher
Gloria Steinem has vowed to bring
feminist support to the 1,300 nurses
striking for comparable pay in San
Jose, California.
The 1,300 members of the
California Nurses Association have
been on the picket lines since early
January, seeking raises which
would make their pay comparable to
that pharmacists.
Maxine Jenkins, chief negotiator
for the striking nurses, says help
from feminists around the country
will be welcome. Says Jenkins, “It’s
pretty lonely up here leading the
attack on corporate America.”
Jenkins says her unions will go
the bargaining table with two of the
four struck hospitals early this
week.

Legal Notes
Charge Against
Midwife Dismissed
On March 16, 1982, the man
slaughter charge against midwife
Teri Calhoun was dismissed by
Monterey County Superior Court
Judge Nat Agliano.
The dismissal was based on a 1977
State Supreme Court ruling that a
fetus does not become a person until
a live birth occurs.
Ms. Calhoun still faces an April 12
trial on a felony charge of practicing
medicine under circumstances likely
to cause great bodily harm. The
dismissal was also based on a 1970
statute, which says that a fetus can
be the victim of murder but avoids
the issue of manslaughter.
In the 1977 case, two sets of
parents sued a doctor for the
wrongful death of their babies. One
of the infants never lived outside
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the mother, and the court ruled that
a fetus does not become a person
until a live birth occurs.

Not
Unconstitutional
On Friday, March 19, 1982,
Monterey County Superior Court
Judge E.J. Leach refused to over
turn the contempt conviction of
Carolyn Bobb, who had been sen
tenced to one day in jail for her
refusal to answer a sexist question
while being examined as a
prospective juror by Municipal
Court Judge Raymond Simmons.
Simmons had held Bobb in
contempt of court in January of this
year when she refused to state her
husband’s occupation as long as the

judge continued his pattern of
asking only female jurors to state
their spouse’s occupations, thereby
implying that women are more
likely than men to be influenced by
their spouses.
Bobb then appealed to the
Superior Court, contending that
Judge Simmons’ questioning
pattern made her and other female
jurors second class citizens in
violation of their constitutional
rights.
Judge Leach declined to annul
Bobb’s conviction, stating that while
he agreed that the question should
have been put to male and female
jurors alike, in his opinion there was
no constitutional issue involved.
Bobb, who is represented by
ACLU cooperating attorney
Katherine Stoner of Pacific Grove,
plans to appeal the decision in the
California Court of Appeal.

Gays Protected
The Governor of Wisconsin
signed into law a measure which
bars discrimination against lesbians
and gays in housing and em
ployment.

Justified Racisim
A California panel has urged the
censuring of Superior Court Judge
Charles S. Stevens, after the judge
referred to Hispanic women as “taco
bells,” and stated that women “were
too emotional to be in court.” The
California Commission on Judicial
Performance reported, nonetheless,
that Stevens “runs his court
properly and efficiently.”

Marching for A Cure
By Jeanne Adams
Mrs. Vikki Cordova is the mother
of a seven-year-old son named
Marco. Marco was born with
phocomelia (limb reduction).
Scientific determination indicates
that a nausea preventing drug,
bendectin taken during early
pregnancy, as in Mrs. Cordova's
case, stunted the growth of the
fetus’ limbs. Mrs. Cordova has been
working with the local Monterey
chapter of the March of Dimes
(MOD) for three years. Demeter
Resources interviewed Mrs. Cor
dova during a recent MOD
walkathonin Watsonville.

Q. What are the known causes of
birth defects?
A. Some birth defects are caused
just from the environment:
smoking, drugs, alcohol, poor
nutrition, pesticide sprays. Many
children are afflicted with these
birth defects every day. The sad
thing about this is they never have
to happen. These are called environ
mental birth defects, they can be
prevented. Some birth defects are
inherited, as through blood
diseases. These types can’t be
prevented.
Q. What precautions can ex
pectant mothers and women
planning to have children take to
prevent birth defects?
A. As I just said, if they wouldn’t

smoke, drink, take drugs, then the
environmental birth defects I talked
about could be prevented. One
problem here is a lack of education.
Many women aren’t aware that
smoking and these things can cause
birth defects. A good prevention
measure would be for pregnant
women to consult their doctor
for information, or call MOD.
Q. Do you have counselors or staff
members who can assist women in
this area?
A. We have health educators. I’m
a health educator. We go to schools
and clubs, talking about prevention
of birth defects. We have counseling
and movies.
Q. Is special treatment required
for a handicapped child who has
healthy siblings ?
A. I can speak for myself, because
of Marco. He doesn’t require any
medication or anything like that,
but I try to treat him as normally as
I do my other son. So far, I can.
Marco does have artificial arms; he
needs help getting dressed, going to
the bathroom, things like that, but
he likes to be independent. He likes
to do as much as he can by himself.
Q. Does Marco attend a public
school?
A. Yes, he’s in a public school, in a
regular second grade class, but
instead of sitting at his desk, he sits
on top of it. He does all his work
with a pencil clutched between his

toes. He can write, draw, paint, and
do what all the other students do.
Q. Do you have any advice for
women and their families dealing
with handicapped children?
A. Once again, speaking from my
own experience, I advise parents to
let their children be independent. I
tell them not to be over-bearing; to
let the children do as much as they
possibly can. Children also need
discipline, they shouldn’t be allowed
to take over and dominate their
families just because they’re sick or
handicapped.
Q. How was MOD originated?
A. MOD was founded in 1938 by
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who was
afflicted with polio while in office.

Yet he served our country for 12
years from a wheelchair. He decided
to take action against polio so he put
out a plea across the United States
for everyone to pledge just one dime
toward curing polio and other
diseases. Campaigns formed, and
this is where the name “March of
Dimes” comes from.
Q. The annual MOD Walkathon is
scheduled for Sunday, April 25.
Where may interested participants
obtain further information ?
A. There’ll be a Monterey and
Salinas Walkathon on Sunday, April
25. Sponsor sheets are available
from McDonalds, Red Carpet
Realty, or from the MOD office at
883A Abrego, Monterey.

Aikido: The Way of Uniting Energy
Danielle Molies Evans is an Aikido Martial
Artist holding second degree blackbelt. She has
been training for eight years and is presently an
instructor at Aikido of Monterey on Cannery
Row.
Q. How did you become interested in Aikido?
A. Ten years ago I read an article in the
Atlantic Monthly. The thing that interested me
was the incredible things people could do without
muscular strength by connecting up with the
universal energy force called Ki. When I moved
to California, I became involved in an Aikido class
and have been training ever since.
Q. Why is Aikido called the martial art of
love?
A. 0 Sensei, the founder of Aikido, trained in
the martial arts his whole life. He was a master
swordsman and known as one of the strongest
men in Japan. He also pursued a spiritual path
and Aikido was developed as a result of a
revelation he experienced in one of his
meditations. He realized that the connection with
everyone was love and that the role of budo, the
martial art, was to protect humanity. From that
time on his art changed and his teachings
changed. This is one reason people call it the
martial art of love.
Aikido actually means “the way of united
energy.” We learn to connect with the universal
energy force and it’s done by first getting in
touch with the way Ki flows through our own
body and then learning to find the sameness in
people and connect on that level and feel more
accepting and relazed about the differences. So
this martial art of love develops a pathway for
creating harmony.
Q. What qualities about Aikido make it
especially appealing to women?
A. There are many reasons that this martial
art appeals to women. Getting out there and
moving our bodies, learning to fall and roll
without injury. Gaining skill for self-protection.
Being able to connect with people through a
physical experience we otherwise are not ex

posed to. The things we learn about ourselves are
really valuable. Aikido gives women who want to
expand and grow with others an opportunity to
find out where they are coming from and not just
where they think they are coming from by the
fedback in training.
Our society has divided us into winners and
losers. Often we as women because of our size
and conditioning are not the winners. So we often
see two choices. One is to be the strongest and
beat the other person or get injured ourselves
physically or emotionally. I see Aikido giving us
an entirely different option that’s not based on

our strength. It’s based on a place familiar to
us . . . going down into our gut, instinct, center
and through that connecting with someone else
so we can go with the energy. Not only have you
not gotten hurt or hurt another person but
you’ve cared for another person. Women have
held the role as nurturers in a society that hasn’t
valued this quality. The values of nurturing and
caring and not having to be a winner or loser are
the values of Aikido. If someone is coming to
attack you and you have the ability to make that
person be more centered, then anything you do
less than that is not taking responsibility for the
harmony of the universe. I think this appeals to
women.
Q. What qualities do you think women
naturally bring to Aikido ?
A. Although we’ve all been conditioned to
separate from our centers, women may have an
easier time philosophically connecting with our
centers, feeling our hips, breathing into our gut
and moving from that place. Women have placed
more importance on the quality of being graceful
and Aikido is a graceful art. So there’s a place
that we can identify with right away. Often
women are asked to put their qualities aside to
learn to be something they are not. In Aikido, it
is important that each woman brings her
womanliness and feels good about these qualities
and doesn’t try to be someone’s image of being
aggressive or really martial. We learn who we
are through the growth of our own qualities.
Q. How can a small woman and a large man
train together?
A. The things they’re both trying to do in the
art don’t have to do with size. They have to do
with movement and connecting up with one’s
center. What’s equal is what they are both trying
to do. In training, there’s a new kind of strength
being learned through the Eastern influence and
that’s the strength of spirit. As we become more
able to connect with the Ki that flows through us,
our spirits become stronger and this is not in
fluenced by size or physical strength.
(Continued on page 9)
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• april

• april

Mothering Skills meeting with
guest speaker Dr. Faia. Topic for
discussion, “Children’s Dentistry.”
10 a.m. until noon, St. Mary’s
Church, Pacific Grove.

2 friday
“Women in Search of Self”
discussion led by June Schwartz,
MPC instructor, at Hartnell College,
Room C165, 12-1 p.m. Sponsored by
Women on Campus.
“Problem
Solving
for
Professionals and Managers,” a twosession workshop led by Claudia
Daniels, MFCC, and Lynne White
Dixon, LCSW, of the Cypress
Institute. Women will learn to use a
rapid problem solving model to
resolve issues in their professional
and-or personal lives. Participants
are to bring specific concerns and
will develop goals and action plans
for their resolution. Noon to 2 p.m.,
second session Friday, April 16. Call
372-6242. $40 fee.
Annual dinner meeting of the
YWCA of the Monterey Peninsula
will be held at the Holiday Inn on
Rio Road in Carmel. The program
will celebrate the accomplishments
of the past year, including raising
money to purchase the Emergency
Shelter for battered women and
their children. New board members
will be welcomed. No-host social
hour from 6-7 p.m., followed by a
dinner and program from 7-9 p.m.
Call the YWCA at 649-0834 for more
information and reservations.
Sweet Honey in the Rock in
concert, 8 p.m., Oakland Auditorium
Theater.
Lesbian Rap Group meets 8 p.m.
Film: The Last Epidemic, a movie
about the medical consequences of
nuclear weapons and war. Call 3721452 or 624-2133.

A Cherryblossom Festival will be
held at the Armed Forces YWCA on
Camino
El
Estero.
Kikyo
Restaurant chef Sunabe will
demonstrate sushi-making and sushi
will be sold by the plate. A bazaar
will take place, all proceeds
benefitting the YWCA Japanese
Social Cultural Project. 4-6:30 p.m.
Free admission. For more in
formation contact Setsumi Kojima
at 384-4488 or 649-0834.
Women’s Coffeehouse featuring
Lambert vanBuuren, dancer, poet,
artist. Doors open at 8 p.m., per
formance begins at 8:30. $1.50 at the
Santa Cruz YWCA.

4

Sunday

GOOD NEWS!

Sweet Honey
in the

Sunday

Barbara Licht-Greenberg
watercolor show will be opening
Sunday evening, April 11, at 7:30.
The show will be up for six weeks at
the Cafe Balthazar which is a
woman-owned
restaurant-gallery
located at 170 Forest Ave. in Pacific
Grove.
Ms. Licht-Greenberg has been
seriously painting for 25 years. She
began working in the Brooklyn
Museum Art School when she was
15 years old. She was a fine arts
major at Hunter College in New
York City.
Tempermentally, she prefers
watercolors because of their im
mediacy, subtlety and fluidity. For
the last few years she has been
totally preoccupied with landscapes
which she finds to be feminine and
sensuous.

Matinee - 3 p.m.
Evening - 8 p.m.
S8, 9, 10 sliding scale. Tickets
available at UCSC Box Office, Bass Outlets,
Wizard of Aud, and the door.

5

monday

Demeter meeting. 7:30 p.m., 229
17th St., Pacific Grove. All in
terested are welcome.

8

Wednesday

thursday

Lesbian Rap Group meets 8 p.m.
Topic: Gossip-Confidentiality. Call
372-1452 or 624-2133.
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UCSC Performing Arts
Theatre

“Social Security: How It Works,”
1-3 p.m., Monterey College of Law.
Presented by the Community Legal
Education Program. Call 373-1959.

“Fundraising for Peace and Social
Change,” a workshop to develop
fundraising skills and attitudes will
be offered at the Resource Center
for Nonviolence, 515 Broadway
(near Ocean) in Santa Cruz. 10 -4
p.m. A $5 donation is requested, but
work exchange may be arranged in
advance. For more information or to
pre-register, contact the center at
423-1626, or P.O. Box 2324, Santa
Cruz, 95063.

“Vibrant Body,” a two-day
workshop for women in emotionalrelease body work. Through the use
of
neo-Reichian
breathing
techniques, bioenergetics, exercise
and massage, participants will learn
to unblock repressed feelings in
order to more fully experience
themselves. Facilitated by Helen
Jacobs. Sliding scale fee ($60 to
$120) includes vegetarian meals and
sleeping accomodations for Friday
and Saturday nights. For in
formation or to register: P.O. Box
294, Albion, 95410. Phone (707) 9375522. Limited to 15 people.

SUNDAY, APRIL 4th
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3 Saturday

• april

• april • april

• april

• april

Demeter deadline for Calendar
listings.

Benefit for Rape Crisis featuring
Joe Sharino and Band along with
the Wylie Band, Friday night at the
Oz in Monterey. Tickets are $6 in
advance, $7.50 at the door. Call 3733955 for more information.
Sharpened Spoons presents Dos
Lesbos at 8 p.m. Friday through
Sunday, April 9 through May 2 at
the Art Center Theater, 1001
Center St., Santa Cruz. Tickets are
$4-$6, sliding scale. This is a benefit
for Matrix, Santa Cruz women’s
magazine. For reservations, call
425-1703.

12

monday

Demeter deadline for copy.
YWCA writing group meets from
7-9 p.m., 276 Eldorado. For in
formation call 649-0834.

13 tuesday
“Immigration Basics,”. Hartnell
College, 7 p.m.Presented by
Monterey College' of Law’s Com
munity Legal Education Program.
Call 373-1959.

• april

23

10 Saturday

thursday

“Federal and State Income Taxes:
Questions and Answers,” 1-3 p.m.
Monterey
College of Law.
Presented by the Community Legal
Education Program. Call 373-1959.

• april

• april

YMCA

of the

MONTEREY PENINSULA

The YWCA will hold its third
annual Community Passover
Celebration commemorating the
emancipation of the Jews from
slavery in Egypt 4,000 years ago.
Passover is celebrated with a
ceremonial dinner called a Seder
which retells this story. Everyone is
invited to learn the meaning of
Passover and celebrate this joyful
occasion.
People who want to be table
leaders or provide entertainment
please contact DiDi Seigal at 3720423 or Judy Roth at 375-7851.
Anyone wanting to attend this
event must sign up with a table
leader or leave name at the Y so you
can be connected with a table. Call
649-0834.

15 thursday
Mothering Skills meeting, open
discussion. 10 a.m.-noon, St. Mary’s
Church, Pacific Grove.

“Women and the Arts,” 7:30-9
p.m. Call 624-8220.
“Dealing with Stress,” a nineweek MPC course taught by Diana
S. Case, MFCC will begin. The
course includes understanding
stress and its effects, breaking the
stress response cycle, stress
reduction, time management,
nutrition, exercise, communication,
and relaxation techniques. 7-10
p.m., Room H102, MPC. For more
information or registration, call 6464000.

Volunteer training begins for the
Suicide
Prevention
Center.
Meetings will be Mondays and
Thursdays from 7:30-10 p.m. until
May 20. The class will include
training in identifying suicidal
behavior, crisis intervention,
community and agency resources,
problem solving and communication
skills. Call 649-8008 or 424-1485, or
write to the Suicide Prevention
Center, P.O. Box 3241, Carmel,
93921.

16

friday

Lobbying Skills Workshop
Assemblymember Sam Farr is
sponsoring a lobbying skills work
shop on April 17. The workshop, co
sponsored by the Reproductive
Rights Coalition of Monterey Coun
ty, will be held from 9 a.m. to noon
at the Monterey Ramada Inn. No
pre-registration is required.
Rosemary Matson will speak on
coalition forming at the workshop,
which is free and open to the pub
lic. Farr will describe the legisla
tive process in Sacramento. A
member of Congressmember Leon
Panetta’s staff will discuss lobby
ing at the federal level, while a
member of Farr’s office will talk
about media relations. A Sacra
mento lobbyist will relate first
hand experiences.
For more information contact
Rosemary Matson at 659-3758.

“Planned Parenthood Services” is
the topic for the Sack Lunch Bunch
series at Hartnell College. Room
C165, noon to 1 p.m. Presented by
Women on Campus.
Lesbian Rap Group meets 8 p.m.
Open Rap. Call 372-1452 or 624-2133.

18

Sunday

The Monterey County Women’s
Film Committee, part of NOW,
Monterey, will present the first of
their film series, Resurrection, at
3:45 at the Dream Theater, 301
Prescott, Monterey.
All day booksale to benefit
YWCA library. Held at Monterey
Youth Center, El Estero Park.

19

monday

Assertion Training, a six-week
course for women offered through
the Cypress Institute holds its first
meeting. Led by Claudia Daniels,
MFCC, and Lynne White Dixon,
LCSW, the course will teach in
dividuals to stand up for their
legitimate rights and to get their
needs met. Participants will learn
how to communicate their feelings,
desires and beliefs without violating
the rights of others through written
exercises, role playing and
discussion. Call 372-6242. $65 fee.

22

thursday

A five-day intensive women’s
theatre workshop begins. Focus will
be on environmental theatre, ritual
mask work, art and music. To be
held at Maitreya, a small community
overlooking Ventana and Big Sur.
Vegetarian meals are provided.
Cost is $135. Judy Slattum of the
Cabrillo Drama Department is
teaching the workshop. For further
information or pre-registration,
write to Judy c-o Hit and Run
Theatre, P.O. Box 1222, Santa Cruz,
95061.
Girl Scout Leader’s Day: Mon
terey Peninsula troop leaders will
be honored at a reception in the
Pacific House Garden, Monterey,
from 5-6:30 p.m. These women
donate their time and energy to
provide positive roles for girls,
helping them to experience the
excitement of new possibilities, new
accomplishments, new relationships
with others.

National Women’s Political
Caucus meeting. Endorsement
committee reports on the June
primaries and the general mem
bership votes on the recom
mendations. Training session on
targeting political issues and
campaigns. Exercise on analyzing
how we identify our community and
how your community relates to you
— what are the issues and how a
candidate should relate to them.
7:30 p.m. Conference room at the
Courthouse,
Aguajito Road,
Monterey.
Reproductive Rights Coalition
Meeting. 7:30 p.m., Monterey
Library. Open to the public. Call
659-3758 for further details.

• april

friday

upcoming

Lesbian Rap Group meets 8 p.m.
Topic: Women and Alcohol. Guest
facilitator-speaker. Call 372-1452 or
624-2133.

24 Saturday
“The Changing Family —
Parenting in a New World,” a
conference sponsored by the Salinas
Valley Child Abuse Prevention
Council.
Workshops
include
Spanking; How to and Why Not;
Incest and Sexual Abuse; Bonding
and the Changing Family; Cultural
Differences; Families in 1982; The
Children Speak. 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Salinas Community Center. For
more information or to register call
the Salinas Adult School at 7589861.

26

• april

Sunday, May 2
Discussion Group: Women, Our
Feelings and Attitudes About
Aging. For more information please
call Gwen at 649-6065 or Barbara at
375-8111.
On May 2, there will be an
evening discussion group open to
anyone interested in sharing her
thoughts and feelings about her own
aging process. The focus will be
directed towards demystifying our
fears and attitudes, reassessing our
responsibilities towards our bodies
and getting in touch with ageism:
society’s and our own. Anyone
interested in attending, please call
Gwen at 649-6065 or Barbara at 3758111 for more information about
time and location.

Sunday

March of Dimes Walkathon
begins, 8 a.m. at Monterey High
School, Hermann Drive, Monterey.

29

thursday

“Women and the Arts,” 7:30-9
p.m., 624-8220.

30

friday

Lesbian Rap Group meets 8 p.m.
Topic: Power in Relationships,
facilitated by Barbara.

Ongoing
Tuesdays
Domestic Violence Workshop
conducted by Abbie Lane, 2 p.m.
Cabrillo College Women’s Studies
Center.
Wednesdays
Women’s Therapy Group: an
ongoing feminist support and
problem solving group with a
humanistic-transpersonal approach.
Dedicated to improving the quality
of our lives through self-trans
formation and self-empowerment. 79:30 p.m. Led by Sidney RamsdenScott and Suzanne Judith. Cost $10
each time. Further information:
Sidney, 625-2745; Suzanne, 6496065.
Parents Anonymous, a self-help
group for those concerned about
their interaction with their children.
Sponsored by the Child Abuse
Prevention Council. Group meets at
6 W. Gabilan, Salinas. Call 758-2910
for more information.

Thursdays
My Sister’s House, KAZU 90.3
FM, 12-3. Music and interviews.
Women’s Problem Solving and
Support Group. Through mutual
support and brainstorming, women
resolve conflicts they may be ex
periencing in their personal and-or
professional lives. Offered by the
Cyprqss Institute, cost is $65 per
month and the class meets at 6:30
p.m. Call 372-6242 for an interview.

Gay and Lesbian AA, meets 89:10 p.m. at the Monterey Neigh
borhood Center, corner of Dickman
and Lighthouse, Monterey.
Women and the Arts, a support
group for women artists, meets at
810 Pine, Pacific Grove, starting at
7:30 p.m., the first and third
Thursdays of each month. For more
information, call 373-7201.

Women in a Changing World, an
ongoing discussion group led by
Dorothy O’Connor, meets 7-9 p.m.
at the Family Service Agency, 1078
Munras, Monterey. For more in
formation, call 373-4421.
Modern Dance Technique with
Betsy Ceva. Emphasis is placed on
keeping the spirit of dance and
freedom of movement while in
corporating essential body align
ment and control. Call 372-3044 for
more information. Class meets 6:30
8:30 p.m.

Fridays
“Women on Campus” lecture
series held at Hartnell College, Rm.
C165 from noon to 1 p.m., the first
and third Fridays of each month.
Lesbian Rap Group, a support and
discussion group offering lesbians
an opportunity to share feelings and
experiences in an open environment
and a chance for new friendships.
Topics vary, with occasional guest
speakers. Call 372-1452 or 624-2133.
Saturdays
Dance exercise and creative
movement for mothers and
daughters age 5 and up. Taught by
Betsy Ceva from noon to 1 p.m. Call
372-3044 for more information.

Sundays
Women’s Music for Everybody,
KAZU 90.3 FM, 12-3 p.m.

Lesbian AA meets 7-8:30 p.m. at
Janus Recovery House, 202 7th
Ave., Santa Cruz.
Other
Bisexual Support Network meets
first and 16th of each month, 6-10
p.m., at the Louden Nelson Center,
Santa Cruz.
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Getting Older and Getting Better
By Pam Burkes
With each passing year, from
young adulthood on, we experience
many changes both mentally and
physically. Mentally, we mature and
grow wise with each new lesson life
hands us. Physically, we are not
quite as lucky; we often experience
strength losses; immobility of
joints; weight gain often due to
excessive eating; and with age the
efficiency of the heart decreases.
Are these physical changes
uncontrollable, or can we speed up
or slow down the aging process?
Does the effect of overeating,
smoking,
pollution,
drugs,
numerous emotional stresses and
lack of physical activity work to
speed up this process? Can we help
to reduce some of these stresses by
exercising and effectively slow
down or at least bring back to some
normality the aging process?
Although there is a lack of con
clusive data that would indicate
regular exercise does in fact in
crease a person’s life, there have
been tests done with lower animals
that suggest a correlation between
exercise and increased longevity.
I one such test, Huss, Neimayer,
Olsen, and Friedrich, in Physical

THE

Activity and Modem Living, tested
two groups of combined male and
female rats. The group that was
given moderate endurance exercise
lived significantly longer than their
sedentary friends. There have been
other such studies that seem to
substantiate these findings.
The form of exercise that seems
to be the most beneficial is that of
the endurance type, lasting a
minimum of 20 minutes. Endurance
exercise is cardiovascular in nature
and strengthens the circulatory
system, that being the heart, lungs
and vessels. Much data exists that
suggests this form of exercise may
help in the prevention of many
cardiovascular disorders.
Along with increasing the ef
ficiency of the heart, a program of
stretching exercises should be
added to your regular routine.
Flexibility exercises not only help
create supple muscles, but also help
in maintaining proper joint mobility.
For both endurance and flexibility,
why not join an Aerobicise and
Stretch and Flex class?
There is no age limit at which you
should or should not start an
exercise program. Although it
would be ideal if we had all started

WOMAN’S

BOOKSHELF
by Polly Parker
Editor's Note: The following
reviews were written by Emily
Fireweed.
Russ, Joanna. The Female Man.
New York, Bantam Books, 1975.

The Female Man is a feminist
science-fiction fantasy about four
women who apparently co-exist at
different planes in the continuum of
Time. One of them lives in the
present and searches for “The
Man” who will make her life com
plete. Another lives in 1969 — but it
is a 1969 in which the Great
Depression still continues, World
War II never happened, and
technology never advanced beyond
1930. A third woman lives in the
future, 400 years after a plague has
wiped out all the males of the human
species. And the fourth is less
determinate in space, time and form
than the other three, yet seems to
tie them all together. While the
first 50 pages or so of this fantasy
are totally confusing, it becomes
clear after a while that a single
vision prevails.

terrific. Joanna Russ has recap
tured her sense of humor and her
sense of self. This is a novel, but
surely an autobiographical one,
about a 38-year-old Jewish in
tellectual pre-Lesbian who finally
finds true love (and then some).
Joanna Russ uses the non
sequential storytelling techniques of
The Female Man more successfully
here. She is still angry, but also
very self-aware and very funny.
The book hits home in all the right
places. On Strike Against God is an
erotic and imaginative love story
which should satisfy any reader’s
weakness for romance; it is also
politically acute and hilarious.
The Woman's Bookshelf welcomes
brief reviews of any books by and or
about women that you think would
be of interest to our readers. Books
may be current or classic; reviews
may laud or damn them. Please let
us share your reading lists.

a woman-owned
business

&

1184-F Forest Ave, Pacific Grove
373-1073
Mon.-Fri. 10-8
Sat.-Sun. 10-6

FANTASY
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WOMEN’S TITLES

FOREIGN LANGUAGE BOOKS □SCIENCE FICTION

On Strike Against God is also by
Joanna Russ (New York, Out and
Out Books, 1980) and is the book
which brought by attention to
Joanna Russ in the first plaice. It is,
in my sober literary opinion,

WOMEN ’S TITLES DSPECIAL ORDERS WELCOME ^CLASSICS

BEST SELLERS

The Female Man is a bitter satire.
Joanna Russ is angry at men, and
enjoys making fun of their most
idiotic qualities. While parodying
20th century courtship rituals and
social structure, she simultaneously
creates a utopian society of women
who live in extended families,
reproduce by the two-ovum method,
and civilize the universe. Not a
perfect book by any means, but a
unique one for lovers of science
fiction and also one worth reading
for feminist literary snobs (like
myself) who rarely read science
fiction.

young and continued exercising
throughout, an exercise program
can and should be initiated at any
age. Adjustments in the exercise,
its endurance and intensity should
be adjusted according to age and
level of fitness. It is my feeling that
anyone who has been sedentary for
an extended period of time should
have a physical exam before
starting any extensive exercise
program.
Aging is a natural and inevitable
part of all of us; keeping ourselves
physically fit is just one way we can

control how healthfully we age.
Let’s change the motto, “I’m not
getting older, I’m getting better,” to
“Hell, we’re getting older and we’re
getting better.” Let’s age health
fully.
Editor’s Note: Pam Burkes is the
health club director at Racquetball
Sports World in Salinas, and the
assistant to the head athletic trainer
at Hartnell College. An avid (and
award-winning) long distance
runner for four years, Ms. Burkes
resides in Salinas with her husband
and her two children.

Keough: Qualified
for the Job
By Nancy Yuenger
Nancy Keough, a Pacific Grove
attorney, is running against the
incumbent Judge Simmons for a
seat on the Municipal Court. In an
interview with her, I had an op
portunity to learn why she feels
qualified to serve in this position.
Ms. Keough has spent 12 years in
civil and criminal legal practice,
including four years on active duty
in the military. She practiced as a
prosecutor and a defense attorney
in the military and spent one and a
half years as a military judge. She
feels that serving in all three
capacities makes her unique among
the candidates.
While serving as judge, which she
still does yearly for her two-week
reserve stint, she presided over four
to five hundred trials, perhaps half
of which were jury trials. This
judicial experience has demon
strated to Ms. Keough that she was
able to enforce the law even at times
when, in her opinion, prosecutorial
discretion was poorly exercised. It
also showed her to have no
reservations about sending people
to jail and no trouble making
decisions.
1 asked her whether she saw the
Municipal Court as a stepping stone
to an appellate career. She replied
that it has never been her ambition
to be a judge except on the trial
level. She has always done trial
work and prefers the personal
contact found there to the drier
atmosphere of appellate courts.
In Municipal Court, more people
represent themselves. This leads to
a more emotional and volatile en
vironment. Ms. Keough feels that
this requires the judge to have
patience and compassion as she
explains the legal process to the
participants. She would balance the
need for efficiency with being
responsive to the needs of the
litigants.
She does not think that being a
woman would have any appreciable
influence on her judicial conduct at
the municipal court level.
In Superior Court, where
domestic relations matters are

the Bagel
Bakery

handled, she feels that her ex
periences as a woman might have a
more significant impact.
It takes a lot of time and money to
run a campaign. This is especially
true in this county where there
seem to be two distinct con
stituencies, i.e., the Salinas area and
the peninsula. Ms. Keough believes
she has more strength in the
peninsula area as this is where her
office has been located. She thinks
Judge Simmons’ strength lies more
in the Salinas area. She is planning
fund-raisers and is hoping to secure
a grant from an organization that
wants to see women elected to
judicial positions.
An attorney must have practiced
for five years in California before
being eligible to run for a seat on the
Municipal Court. There are not
many women attorneys in this
countv who can meet that
requirement. This factor, coupled
with a general reluctance in the past
for attorneys to challenge in
cumbent judges, makes Nancy
Keough the first woman in the
county, that I am aware of, to run
for judicial office.
As Nancy says, it is not the
system that judges are entitled to
be re-elected simply because they
have done nothing egregious while
on the bench. She is a confident,
qualified, and determined can
didate.

EB
Edie Broeckelman
Certified Public Accountant
(408) 899-2344

3 LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU
Pacific Grove - 1180C Forest - 649-6272

Monterey - 201 Lighthouse - 649-1714

Salinas - 969 West Alisal - 758-0280

BAGELS • BAGEL SANDWICHES • BEVERAGES • DESSERTS
Dine in or take out — the finest on the Peninsula . . . and always fresh.

Women's Shelter
(Continued from page 1)
Once the shelter opens its doors,
it will provide a number of services.
The facility itself will be equipped
for handicap accessibility and will
have accommodations for 15 women
and children with an average stay of
two weeks. There will also be
support groups and assistance given
the residents in making feasible
plans to end the violence in their
lives.
Additional services will be
available both in the shelter and
outside it. These will include health
care, legal assistance, clothing and
supplies, counseling and therapy,
physical fitness training, in
terpreters, and arrangments for
permanent housing.
“The shelter women will be
people who are really in fear of their
lives and need some major problem
solving help,” Ms. Gitin stated, “but
our long-range plan is to set up a
safe-house network of people who
would be willing to take women in
on a short-term basis. This would
really be appropriate,” she ex
plained, “for those women to whom
security isn’t as big an issue and
who need to be able to get in apd out
to go to,work, child care centers and
this sort of thing.”
The emergency shelter will be
staffed 24-hours a day on a rotating
basis by both paid and volunteer
workers. To insure the security of
the shelter, women will go through
the crisis line.
“Someone will call the crisis line
and talk with a volunteer about the
situation. The volunteer will
describe what kind of services are
offered through the shelter and
what kinds of restrictions there are,

such as that you cannot tell anyone
where it is; you have to stay there
for two weeks; you’ve got to be
willing to have a restraining order
against your spouse because we
can’t offer protection to the women
and kids unless we have the legal
backup.”
One of the volunteers will then
meet with the woman in private at
the hospital or police station and
discuss what course of action she
wants to take. Ms. Gitin em
phasized, however, that it will be
the woman’s decision about what
she wants to do.
“We’re not going to say, ‘Your
situation sounds terrible to me.
You’d better come to the shelter.’
We’re going to say, ‘How do you feel
now, what do you want? Do you
want this help? If you don’t want
this help, here are some other
options.’
“The first time we get in touch
with a woman, we want to re
enforce her own self-confidence. We
tell a woman it’s not us that will fix
her life. She will fix her life only
through her own choices. It’s all in
her power. She makes the
decisions.”
Many women have already made
the decisions but have had no place
to turn. With the rate of calls at the
WADV crisis line having increased
to more than 100 a month, the need
for a shelter in this area is obvious
and its creation long overdue.
When the shelter opens its doors
in June, an alternative will be of
fered to women who have not had
any recourse other than suffering
the abuse, humiliation and
alienation of domestic violence.

Uniting Energy
(Continued from page 5)
Q. After training for eight years,
what keeps you interested?
A. Many things. We tend to go
from thing to thing in our society in
work, sports, relationships and
locations. It’s important for me to
have something I can stick with all
the time as I develop. When you
stick with something for a long
period of time, you face yourself
over and over and it’s not always
easy. Lots of times it’s really dif
ficult. But it gives me such a sense
of strength and continuity to go
back and continue doing this.
There are lots of doors open to us,
but learning to really focus on
something over a long period of time
enables us to get down into our
selves. As I do it, it changes all the
time and I keep getting deeper into

myself and expanding into
something larger. Relationships are
important and another way of
connecting with something larger.
People train from two to seven
times a week. I go back with these
same people and we do Aikido and
learn about ourselves through the
connection with each other. To ask
what keeps it interesting is like
asking what keeps living in
teresting. It’s a way of life.

(Aikido of Monterey holds daily
classes. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday classes are held at 6:30;
Tuesday and Thursday classes at
5:30; Saturday at 10 a.m.; and
Sunday at 5:30 p.m. Observers are
always welcome. Call 375-8106 for
more information. Aikido of
Monterey is located at 810 Cannery
Row, Monterey.)

Maggy's Pizza
Good Food In A
Comfortable Atmosphere
281 Lighthouse
(near the tunnel)
646-1160

4p.mto 10 p.m.
7 Days a Week

Sweet Honey to Perform
On Sunday, April 4, KZSC and
WomenWorks will present Sweet
Honey in the Rock in concert for two
shows, 3 p. m. and 8 p. m., at the
Performing Arts Theater at the
UCSC campus.
The strong sweet voices of these
five black women can take you to
that land so rich that honey flows
from the rocks. Watching and
listening to Sweet Honey is a total
and unique experience touching
body and soul. They sing about love,
politics, history, strength and
survival.
Collectively Sweet Honey is a
community based political in
stitution which recognizes its
responsibility to perserve and
perpetuate cultural struggles and
serve as a voice for the voiceless in
this society. About themselves they
say, We are a group of black women
singing. . . we are serious about

being black people and women
people and singing people and
reflecting that in our work.
Sweet Honey came together in
1974 from a workshop led by
Bernice Reagon, then vocal director
of the Washington D. C. Black
Repertory Theater Company. Since
then they have released three
albums; Sweet Honey in the Rock
on Flying Fish, Believe I’ll Run
On. . . See What the End’s Gonna
Be on Redwood, and their recent
release Good News on Flying Fish.
Tickets are $8, $9 $10 sliding scale
and are on sale at the UCSC box
office, all BASS outlets and the
Wizard of Aud in Santa Cruz.
Interpretation for the hearing
impaired will be provided by Shirley
Johnson. Free childcare is available
with advanced registration.
For more information call 4622363.

A True Pacifist
By Rosemary Matson
On April 2, 1917, Jeanette
Rankin, a 36-year-old Republican
from Montana, was sworn in as the
first woman to serve in the
Congress of the United States. A
year later, she guided the women’s
suffrage bill to victory in the House
of Representatives. It became the
19th Amendment upon ratification
in 1920.
Rankin had led the fight of
Montana women for statewide
suffrage, which passed in 1914, and
before that had helped direct the
successful California suffrage
campaign.
Her life was marked by a firm
commitment to equality for women
and to world peace. Her dedication
to
world
peace
was
un
compromising. When she voted
against America’s entry into World
War I in 1917, the public was
shocked. It was a very unpopular
position and she lost her bid for re
election in 1918.

Realizing that Hitler was a threat
to world peace, and desperately
alarmed at the prospect of war, she
ran again for Congress in 1940 and
was elected. The day after Pearl
Harbor, Congress voted 388 to 1 to
declare war on Japan and enter
World War II. The dissenting vote
was that of Jeannette Rankin. Once
more she was defeated for
reelection.

Jeannette Rankin continued her
work for election reform and peace
and was in her nineties when she
died. While at the age of 87, in 1968,
she led the Jeannette Rankin
Brigade of 5,000 women, delivering
to Congress a petition demanding a
halt to the war in Vietnam. This
time her views were in harmony
with those of a large segment of the
population.
Always aware of the importance
of history as heritage, Rankin left
this message for future generations
of women: “You can go on from
where I leave off.”
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Sappho's

Some leaves are nubs
waiting to be bom
some a dead brown still
rustling a past storm
some kelly green new never
having felt the rain or dew
just a moment to be explored
simply a knock
maybe a door
answers are hard
and come when you can hear
questions are forever
never to be feared

Isle

Spring is the time of growth, of renewal, and of
reawakening. We offer here an April bouquet of
poetry.

Spring in Paradise

Soon it will be
Spring in Paradise
the birthing process
will renew itself.

Next month’s poems will center around the
theme of “Life Cycles,” and manuscripts are due
by Monday, April 19. In June, we plan to offer
poems related to “Struggle and Change.” June
poems are due May 17. We also welcome
drawings and graphics. Please submit work to
Demeter, care of the Poetry Editor.

— Jane Celaya

Flings the flower its ensign;
Water in the meadow.

Oh! What merchandise
of rising fragrance!
How it inflames the atmosphere
with its brilliance!
What drowning cries
are in the garden!
“I am heliotrope, am I. ”
“I? Jasmine ?”
Ah! but the water
it smells of nothing.

The night has a tree of
amber fruits;
earth has the complexion,
yes, earth has the complexion of emeralds

Ah, but the water,
it appears as nothing.

And you my friends
are invited to attend
the ceremony of Spring
the ocean's waltz

East — Her Song
West — Her Tune

together we can
create new beginnings
and like the phoenix,
rise above it all.

Gentle spring
warm rain wraps delicious secrets
Weaving sweet songs around and around
wild mountain sorrel
Singing, singing yellow tunes to the hidden sun
Raindrops muffled into redwood needle carpets
laying down mystery
Mist, her East, she calls
Sun springing, steaming kisses into the universe.

J. S. Wise

Sandra McKee

I remember
Spring
And the
Cherry tree
Blossoming!

Three Haiku for Spring
A single petal
drifts among spring clouds
Unable to rest.

L.H.
(a nursing home resident)

A wild iris reveals
luminous secrets
to the woman in the moon.

The firmness of the blood
struts in red;
The blessed is golden
Love has fierce purple greyhounds;
But so has it ripened grain,
as also, birds.

I too will rise and
Swell in rebirth
for I have discovered
how to be myself...

Claudia Treadwell

Buds about to burst:
swollen streams; expectant earth
giving birth to Spring!

Joyce Wiley

It tastes like light, like cold light.
Yes, like apples.
What dawning fruit!
So like morning.

What day failing flavors
you, tasteless!
How you tickle the guts,
you hummingbird.

The Woods Speaking in Early Spring

Dead leaves huddle
about our roots, piled
like bitter comforters.
Avoid disturbing dry twigs:
they mark the way
to secrets in our veins.

Our bones are going soft.
Wind rises like blue smoke.
You step on ice
bubbled like old glass
and find yourself sinking
foot-deep in living water.

Death tastes like earth,
Anguish like gall.
This dying by drops
tastes to me like honey.

Ah! but the water,
it tastes of nothing.

Poor little water!
It has nothing.
Ah! love, which drowns
in a vase of water.

Grace Lou Osinach
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The earth is a trail
of pillows, muffling
your tread, keeping silence
like a prayer around us:
we are busy
with interior work.

ek

classifieds
Classified ads cost $1 for 3 lines. Send copy
along with payment to Demeter, P.O. Box 1661,
Monterey, CA 93940. Ads must reach us by April
19 for inclusion in the May issue.
JUDY’S GARDENING — Maintenance, clean
up, roofs. Call 375-7851 or leave message at
649-6065.

COLORFUL CLOTHES FOR COLORFUL
PEOPLE — Hand-dyed cotton clothing in
BRIGHT BEAUTIFUL COLORS — Send for free
catalog and color swatches. Wet-Paint, P.O. Box
2501, Monterey, CA 93940.
THE OPEN BOOK, a bookstore featuring
women’s titles, is located at 1184 F Forest,
Pacific Grove.

DESIGNING AND building to fit your own needs
— from simple bookcases to complete kitchens
— also some general carpentry and repairs. 14
years combined experience. Call Jean,
373-1385 or Martha, 625-3590.

Katherine E. Stoner
Attorney
373-1993
93950

P.O. Box 128
Pacific Grove

LIFELINE DIET MEALS — low salt, low calorie,
low fat. Available as frozen entrees at Monterey
Nob Hill Market. Also, home delivery available.
For information call 375-7335.

FEMALE HOUSEMATE NEEDED. 26 yrs. plus;
Feminist; Must like animals; In nice Seaside area
with bay view; Some yard work. $260 mo. incl.
utilties. $100 dep. 6 mo. lease. Serious inquires
only. Contact Judv at 899-5981/394-2917.

Choice Is As

American As

HELP WANTED — Feminist with good typing
skills to do manuscript typing and help with foot
notes. Part-time, flexible hours. Call Riane
Eisher at 624-8337.

WOMEN AND THE ARTS: Interested in sharing
your artistic skills, receiving support and meeting
other women artists? This group meets every
other Thursday to share and improve our work in
a safe non-threatening environment committed
to each person’s process and growth. Please call
Claudia for more information at 624-8220.

COUNSELING
&
PSYCHOTHERAPY.
Individuals-Couples-Groups. Gestalt & ShortTerm Problem-Solving. Communication Skills —
Assertiveness Training — Stress Management.
Diana Case, Marriage Family Child Counselor.
No. MM16208. Call 375-6142.
As vacation time nears consider an alternative,
wholesome way to tour abroad... LET’S CYCLE
THROUGH EUROPE!!! Two different itineraries
are being offered this summer: 24-day tour from
Paris to the Mediterranean from June 23 to July
16 and a much more ambitious 19 days up and
over, around and through the Swiss Alps! August
5-23. Prices and details upon request. Write or
call Peter Boynton, 24 Upper Circle, Carmel Val
ley, CA 93924. 408-659-2159. Treat your mind
and your body to an exhilarating bike tour
through France or Switzerland this summer.

ROOM TO RENT in private home. Bedroom and
private bath, kitchen privileges. $250 plus share
of utilities. In Del Rey Oaks. Call after 5 p.m.,
394-7546.

Type
Darkroom
Design
layout Si
Illustration

Reproductive

Reproductive Rights
Coalition of

229 17th St.
Pacific Grove, CA
93950

646-0844
A California Corporation

Monterey, CA 93940

Is Neither
Bumper Strip $1

A PLAN TO UNDERSTAND YOURSELF AND OTHERS

SATURDAY, APRIL 17

SUNDAY, APRIL 18
SEMINARS TO BE HELD AT THE
NEW MONTEREY NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER
LIGHTHOUSE & DICKMAN STREETS

From 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

P.O. Box 81

Moral Majority

SEMINARS

HOW TO SET & ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS

Monterey County

The

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR TALENT AND
POTENTIAL, ATTEND THE FOLLOWING . . .

Talking Bear
GRAPHICS

Choose

French cut T-shirt — $7
Red with blue and white design
s-m-l-xl limited sizes
40 percent discount on 12 or more
Call Rosemary at 659-3758

TYPESETTING ■ DESIGN
372-6354
598 1/2 FREMONT ST.

FEMINIST THERAPY in a safe, supportive envi
ronment. Clarification of goals, resolution of
inner conflicts. Reasonable fees. Suzanne:
649-6065. Sidney: 625-2745.

Apple Pie

Freedom

Monterey Graphics

A special tour of Greece designed
[especially for women is being of
fered by Pacific Harbour Travel of
Santa Cruz. Included in the three
week tour, May 1-22, are one week
on the Isle of Lesbos.
Cost for the tour is $1,765 and is
, limited to 15 women. For further
information, call Marie at Pacific
Harbour Travel, 476-5020.

Personal and professional growth development are crucial for
anyone striving to meet the demands and stresses of these
times. HOW TO SET AND ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS and A PLAN
TO UNDERSTAND YOURSELF AND OTHER are workshops to
help expand your horizons.
SPECIAL PRICE OFFER: $20 per seminar
LIMITED ENROLLMENT. CALL IN YOUR
RESERVATION NOW TO 646-3866.
RESERVATIONS MUST BE TELEPHONED IN 7
DAYS PRIOR TO THE DATE OF THE SEMINARS.
Sponsored by Parks & Recreation Department, Monterey

CYPRESS INSTITUTE
offers
PROGRAMS FOR WOMEN
Stress Management • Assertion Training

Complusive Eating • Problem Solving
Women's Changing Roles
Phyllis M. Turner Attorney-at-Law
Hatcher and Turner
1676 Fremont Boulevard

6 West Gabilan, Suite 6

Seaside, California 93955

Salinas, California 93901

(408) 899-4733

(408) 754-6669

for more information, contact:
Claudia Daniels, MFCC
Lynne White Dixon, LCSW
(408) 372-6242

563 Figueroa, Monterey
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